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Does Generative AI present a a turning point, comparable to the  
advent of the Mobile Internet?



Or is most of  
it just more fancy  

“Stochastic Parrots” ?











Generative Models like ChatGPT 
• are unable to develop foresights 
• generate no new knowledge 
• cannot reliably discern true/false 
• and would they work in real-time?

“In the end, ChatGPT’s bullshit is a reminder 
that language is a poor substitute for thought 
and understanding. …And in a world where 
everything is fluent bullshit, ChatGPT is just 

one more voice in the cacophony” 
Amit Katwala, Wired.com, Dec 9 2022



Will ChatGPT (and Conversational AI) be a serious competition for Google?

• Search is real-time 
• Search provides links not answers 
• It may make a great add-on:)





“The coming change will center around the most 
impressive of human capabilities: the phenomenal 

ability to think, create, understand, and reason.  
To the three great technological revolutions–the 

agricultural, the industrial, and the computational–
we will add a fourth: the AI revolution.  

This revolution will generate enough wealth for 
everyone to have what they need… 

IF WE AS A SOCIETY MANAGE IT RESPONSIBLY. 

SAM ALTMAN (OpenAI CEO)



To think, create, understand, and … to REASON? 



        Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualised, will be: The END OF ROUTINE*





If you work like a robot, a robot will take your job!



If a machine can drive a car (or truck), 
why would we need human drivers?

If a machine can write a good article, 
why would we need human writers?

If a machine can describe the future, 
why would we need human futurists?

If you work like a robot, a robot will take your job!



Humans are ‘all sensing’



Humans don’t think with the brain*



Human (100%)  |  Simulation (?%)

Mick Jagger & Spot Robot (Boston Dynamics on Youtube)



Machines  
DON’T 
‘Think’
Machines  
DON’T 
‘Understand’
Machines  
DON’T 
Care



KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT WISDOM IS LIKE WATER IN THE SAND



Machine  
Turf?

Human- 
Only 
Turf

“KNOWLEDGE WITHOUT WISDOM IS LIKE WATER IN THE SAND”



Synthetic  Writing 

Synthetic Images 

Synthetic Videos 

Synthetic Media 

Synthetic Friends 

Synthetic Humans



Synthetic Friends?



‘Humans’ (Netflix)



‘Humans’ (Netflix)









EDUCATION



MEDIA, POLITICS, DEMOCRACY







Right now, the issue is not that machines may become sentient - 
it’s about humans believing that somehow they are



…and that we will believe what they say



MONEY & MARKETS







Sam Altman: “As AI produces most of the world’s basic goods and services, 
people will be freed up to spend more time with people they care about, care 

for people, appreciate art and nature, or work toward social good”



Sam Altman: “As AI produces most of the world’s basic goods and services, 
people will be freed up to spend more time with people they care about, care 

for people, appreciate art and nature, or work toward social good”



Can we, will we, should we TRUST AI? 
• Logic alone is utterly insufficient  
• AI lacks any ‘androrithmic’ 

comprehension 
• Reductionist approach to RL will 

become a serious societal issue 



Logic alone isn’t enough!


